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vide controllability and fine tuning of micron objects under exten-
sional flows.38–40 Especially, controlled pneumatic technique by
regulating force field is a well known method for the non-contact
trapping of isolated targets. The pneumatic valve is referred to as
the Quake’s valve41, which involves multilayered soft lithography
(MSL). The liquid flows in the bottom layer (fluid layer) of the de-
vice, while the upper layer (control layer) pushes down the thin
membrane polydimethhlsiloxane (PDMS) in the bottom layer by
regulating the pressure inside the control layer. Based on this
operating principle, components such as on-off valves, switch-
ing valves, metering valves, mixers and pumps can be designed
in the microfluidic device for versatile flow control.42 Further-
more, by carefully regulating the air pressure in the control layer,
small objects (e.g. particles, cells, and long chain molecules) can
be trapped hydrodynamically at the stagnation point created by
an extensional flow.43 Utilizing similar flow control techniques,
cell/particle sorting44 and further cell/particle manipulation45,46

by the hydrodynamic force can be achieved.

1.2 Temperature control

Since temperature variations significantly affect the intrinsic
properties of fluids, on-chip temperature control is necessary for
stable operations inside microfluidic devices. Existing global tem-
perature control methods either preheat the carrying fluid47 in-
side the device, or use a printed wiring board (PWB) heating
unit under the entire microfluidic device48. Localized tempera-
ture control methods have used either micropatterning wire on
silicon20,49,50 or micropatterning wire on glass51–54 embedded
in the device. While precise temperature control can be accom-
plished by using global temperature control for devices on the
order of ∼ 10 mm, it is challenging to achieve precise localized
temperature control in a small and confined area (∼ 10 µm2).
Furthermore, the global temperature control usually measures
the temperature outside the microchannel by using a thermo-
couple and utilizes a Peltier element to manipulate the temper-
ature stage, leading to inaccurate temperature measurement in-
side the microchannel and causing slow cooling and heating at a
rate around 10 ◦C/min, with temperature stability in the range of
1 ◦C.55 As thermo-responsive physical phenomenon have drawn
much attention in applications such as the stimuli of thermore-
sponsive polymers,56 biological membrane response to tempera-
ture,57 polymerase chain reaction (PCR),18,19 and chemical re-
actions occuring at micron scales18,20,21. Microfabrication tech-
nology has enabled advances in accurate temperature control and
manipulation inside microchannels with temperature ramp rates
ranging from 0.1 to 20 ◦C per second and constant temperature
gradients along the direction of the channel width from 6 to 40
◦C/mm,58 which allows more accurate investigations of thermal
effects in microfluidic experiments.

1.3 Integrated control features

Although controlling individual microenvironment parameters
has shown promising success, managing multiple microenviron-
ment parameters with isolated targets (e.g., trapping target parti-
cles while manipulating the pH or temperature simultaneously),

is still challenging. Commercial temperature stages have been
coupled with flow control devices to control millimeter sized heat-
ing zones, but not for localized micron size features.55 Progresses
in simultaneous localized flow and temperature control on a sin-
gle chip can provide unique opportunities to improve our under-
standing of fundamental fluid mechanics and biomechanics prob-
lems, such as transient interfacial dynamics between partially
miscible fluids, and measurement of instantaneous cell stiffness
in-situ.

Taking steps forward to design an integrated microfluidic plat-
form with both flow and temperature control features, we con-
struct and report a specific microfluidic platform which consists of
a flow-focusing channel for the generation of emulsion droplets
and subsequent trapping in a cross junction, pressure control, and
localized temperature control to demonstrate the working princi-
ple of our platform, with the goal of (1) trapping and manipulat-
ing of isolated targets by a precise pressure feedback control, (2)
thermal management at the specific zone by a temperature feed-
back control, and (3) real time image processing and analysis for
tracking the location and observing the morphological change of
the isolated objects.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides fabrica-
tion procedures of the microfluidic device, schematics of the con-
trol system, information of the hardware used for on-chip feed-
back control. Section 3 introduces specific design criteria of the
integrated platform involving both flow and localized tempera-
ture control. Section 4 showcases the device performance criteria
e.g., condition and stability of droplet generation and trapping,
precision and accuracy of temperature control, and discusses fac-
tors affecting the control performances, followed by a validation
experiment with aqueous glycerol and liquid crystal to demon-
strate the working principle of the integrated microfluidic plat-
form. Section 5 summarizes the features of our integrated mi-
crofluidic platform, with an outlook and potential applications.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Device fabrication

We use standard multilayered soft-lithography (MSL)41 proto-
cols for fabrication of microfluidic channel and the wet etching
process for conductive wire micropatterning. The device fabri-
cation consists of several core steps below: conductive wire pat-
terning on glass slides, double-layered PDMS microfluidic chan-
nel fabrication, and the device assembly (see schematic summary
in Fig. 1a). More detailed fabrication procedure is discussed in
ESI and the mask design is also available as a separate file in ESI.

2.2 Control systems

Simultaneous on-chip flow and temperature control is accom-
plished by employing a custom designed LabVIEW virtual inter-
face that communicates with a gas regulator, temperature con-
troller, and a digital multimeter (Fig. 2). The pressure regula-
tion of pneumatic valves was achieved by using a gas regulator
(Proportion-Air, QPV1), whose output has the maximum pressure
of 150 psi with ±0.1% of setting output pressure accuracy. The
output of the gas regulator was connected to the inlet port of the
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Fig. 1 Device fabrication and characterizations: (a) Cross-section view highlighting key device features, step-by-step procedure of conduc-

tive patterning, double-layered PDMS channel fabrication, and device assembly (see detailed descriptions in ESI); (b) Optical microscopy

image of the cross section of the double-layered PDMS device, showing the structure of the membrane valve.

upper layer (control layer) in the device, when pressurized, de-
forming the elastomeric membrane in the the bottom layer (fluid
layer) of the device, decreasing the cross section area of the fluidic
channel. The pressure difference will be identical in every case.
The gas regulator changes the flow resistance in one of the outlet
channels, leading to a control of the flow rates in both channels,
redistributing the planar extensional flow pattern, thus relocating
the stagnation point position at the cross junction. Through active
feedback control of the droplet position using the valve pressure,
droplets can be trapped in the velocity potential well, created
by actively manipulating the stagnation point of the extensional
flow at the cross junction. A multifunction data acquisition mod-
ule (National Instruments, PCI 6229) with a connection terminal
(National Instruments, BNC 2110) is used as digital Input/Output
(I/O) for the feedback control of the gas regulator. A high preci-
sion programmable power supply (BK Precision, 9124) is used as
a power source for the microheater. A MOSFET switch module,
controlled by the pulse width modulation (PWM) signal from a
microcontroller board (Arduino, UNO-R3), was used for the fine

control over the heating power of the microheater. A digital mul-
timeter (Keithley, 2700 with 1300 switch module) was used to
measure the real time resistance of the temperature sensor, which
can be converted to the temperature reading by the resistance-
temperature relation obtained from the temperature sensor cali-
bration. Syringe pumps (Cetoni, neMESYS Base 120) were used
to pump fluids inside the microfluidic channel. The microfluidic
chip was placed on an inverted microscope (Nikon, Eclipse Ti-U).
Images were recorded by a high speed camera (Phantom vision
research, M310) with the resolution of 256 by 320 pixels, 8-bit
depth (256 gray levels), while having a real time image process-
ing rate at 30 frames per second (fps) and up to 1,000 fps acqui-
sition rate for transient phenomenon studies.

3 Design criteria of integrated platform

In this section, we show the rationale of design criteria of the
integrated platform for both flow and localized temperature con-
trol. A specific integrated platform is developed to accomplish
the following tasks on a single chip: generate size-specific emul-
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Fig. 3 Integrated microfluidic platform for both flow and localized temperature control: (a) plane view of the microfluidic device. The continuous

and dispersed phases are introduced through inlet (1) inlet and (2), respectively. Emulsion droplets are generated at the flow-focusing region (cyan

box), which are then delivered and selectively trapped at the cross-slot junction (black box). After converging at the cross-slot junction, the fluids exit

through outlet O1 and outlet O2. (b) 3D rendering illustration of the microfluidic device, showing the glass slide etched with gold wires (microheater in

the black box region), double-layered PDMS with microchannels in a fluidic layer (in red), and the control layer for pressure manipulation (in blue). (c)

Enlarged view of the boxed regions showing: c-1 flow-focusing region, and c-2 microheater (gold) and temperature sensor (orange) at the cross-slot

junction.

Fig. 2 Schematics of flow and temperature control systems in the

microfluidic platform: A gas regulator controls the fluid resistance in

the fluidic channel by regulating the pressure inside the control chan-

nel. A syringe pump introduces fluid flow inside the fluidic channel. A

temperature controller and a digital multimeter are connected to the mi-

cropatterned wires (Gold/Chrome). The microfluidic platform is placed

on an inverted microscope equipped by a high speed camera (Phantom

Miro 310, vision research). The entire system is remotely controlled by a

custom designed LabVIEW virtual interface.

sion droplets with the flow focusing geometry, hydrodynamically
deliver and trap one droplet at the stagnation zone of the cross-
junction by modulating the cross section area of the microchan-
nel with active feedback control. Once the droplet trapping
is achieved, the temperature is locally mediated on chip with
a localized microheater, controlled by a temperature controller.
Upon initiating data acquisition, the morphological change of
the droplet and the temperature profile can be recorded in real
time at the specific region of interest. The schematics of this mi-
crofluidic platform is illustrated in Fig. 3. The microfluidic chan-
nel (Fig. 3) consists of two core regions: flow focusing region
(Fig. 3c-1) for emulsion droplet generation, and the cross-slot

junction (Fig. 3c-2) in the center of the platform for droplet trap-
ping. Furthermore, a conductive circular patterned wire (Fig. 3c-

2), acting as a localized microheater and temperature sensor, is
placed in the center of the cross junction region for precise tem-
perature control of the trapped droplet.

3.1 Integrated flow control

The integrated platform has two patterned PDMS layers, a thin
fluidic layer forming passage way for fluid flow and a thick layer
containing two pneumatic valves. The fluidic layer (Fig. 3a, high-
lighted in red) has three inlets, two for the continuous phase
and one for the dispersed phase, with a flow focusing junction
(Fig. 3a, box in cyan) for droplets generation, and a cross-slot
junction (Fig. 3a, box in black) for subsequent droplet trapping.
The inlet streams flow, from each half, in opposing direction to-
wards the cross-slot junction, converge, then exit via two out-
lets (O1 and O2 in Fig. 3a). The control layer has two dead-end
channels sitting perpendicular to the fluidic channel, forming the
pneumatic channels with elastomeric membrane valves. By reg-
ulating the pressure inside a pneumatic channel of the control
layer, the cross section area of fluidic channel underneath can
be modulated, leading to changes in the fluidic resistance at the
valve section.

3.1.1 Emulsion droplet generation

The formation of uniform sized emulsion droplets is enabled by
using a flow-focusing design. The microfluidic channel consists
of two inlets, labeled as (1) for the continuous phase and (2)
for the dispersed phase (Fig. 3a). The continuous and dispersed
phases flow from both sides to the cross-junction. By control-
ling the flow rate ratio between the two phases, dispersed phase
droplets with uniform sizes are continuously generated. The ori-
fice of the flow-focusing channel is 75 µm and 100 µm in width
and height, respectively.
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3.1.2 Droplet trapping

Once the emulsion droplets are produced, they flow towards the
cross junction area and the flow bifurcates from the cross-junction
to the two outlets. The width and height of the cross-junction are
350 µm and 232 µm. Gas regulators control the fluid resistance
in the fluidic channel by regulating the pressure inside the control
channel. A syringe pump introduces fluid flow inside the fluidic
channel. Two pneumatic valves with 500 µm in width are located
at the horizontal and perpendicular direction of the microchannel
labeled as Vx and Vy. These valves can be controlled by gas reg-
ulators that control the pressure in the control channels to block
the cross-section of the microchannels. This modulates the fluid
resistance inside the fluidic channels, manipulating the position
of the stagnation point along the x- and y-directions.

3.1.3 Flow control

The control program for the hydrodynamic trapping of particles
was first developed by Tanyeri et. al.43 by using LabVIEW. We
built upon their program with our customized hardware setup.
We also optimized the algorithm for real-time image processing
of trapped droplets at the cross-junction to remove the optical
background introduced by the microheater and the temperature
sensor embedded in the device.

A region of interest (ROI) was defined at the center of the cross-
junction to establish a set point and spatial limits for real-time
image processing within the field of view. The center of the ROI
(xt ,yt) corresponds to the user-defined trapping position of the
droplet. The real-time images could be adjusted by controlling
the threshold of the image to enhance the image contrast and
identify the edge of the droplet. The pre-processed images were
then converted into binary images after implementing a series of
morphology processing with a built-in particle analysis function in
LabVIEW (more details about real time image processing is avail-
able in SI). The center of the droplet (xc,yc) obtained by the image
analysis was considered as the current position of the droplet. The
trapping error was defined as ex = xc − xt and ey = yc − yt along
the x- and y-direction. Once the droplet was trapped in the ROI,
the controller automatically compensated the trapping error with
a customized proportional control algorithm.

3.2 Localized temperature control

The microheater (Fig. 3c-2, highlighted in gold) is designed in a
zigzag pattern with a circular heating zone for efficient heating,
with the dimension ∼ 20 µm, 900 µm, and 200 µm in width,
length, and diameter, respectively. The temperature sensor is
etched adjacent to the microheater on chip (Fig. 3c-2, highlighted
in orange), with feature dimensions approximately ∼ 20 µm,
430 µm, and 20 µm in width, length, and gap from the micro-
heater, respectively. The circular geometry of the microheater is
important, as it allows the access for droplet edge detection in
real time image processing. These heater and sensor geometries
also enable good heating uniformity and precise localized tem-
perature sensing in application scenarios with circular object.59

The sensing of the temperature change is achieved by measur-
ing the change of resistance in the sensor as the microheater heats

up the fluid and glass substrate first, with the temperature change
of the fluid and glass substrate altering the resistance on the tem-
perature sensor. Thus, monitoring and manipulating the temper-
ature in a local region as small as hundreds of µm is possible
with our active feedback control procedure. We developed the
virtual instrument operation interface by LabVIEW for the mon-
itoring and manipulation of localized temperature, achieving an
active feedback control between the microheater and the tem-
perature sensor. A temperature setpoint was defined by user as
the set temperature (Ts). The current temperature (Tc) was ob-
tained by transferring sensor resistance to real time temperature
reading, using the temperature calibration curve (see subsection
below). The temperature error was defined as eT = Tc −Ts, which
is compensated to converge to zero via a built-in proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) control algorithm.

4 Results and discussions

4.1 Droplet trapping performance

Even though trapping solid particles such as polystyrene beads
and cells are already reported, it is more challenging to trap emul-
sion droplets due to the following reasons. First, the size of the
droplet produced at the flow-focusing device (on the order of tens
to hundreds of microns) is comparatively larger than that of a
polystyrene bead for trapping purposes. In addition, the density
of certain liquids (i.e., liquid crystal) can be 30 % higher than
that of polystyrene, thus the larger mass and hence inertia from
the droplet can lead to difficulty when trapping the droplet us-
ing the pressure difference with the pneumatic valve. Second,
the droplet trapping involves liquid/liquid interfaces between the
two liquid phases, which introduces additional instability to the
system. Due to these difficulties, the following issues should be
resolved to achieve successful droplet trapping: (1) establishing
the optimal droplet generation conditions at the flow-focusing re-
gion, and (2) stablizing the trapped droplet with respect to flow-
ing liquids. In the following two subsections, we demonstrate the
influence of droplet generation conditions and flow rate condi-
tions on the droplet trapping performance.

4.1.1 Influence from droplet generation

To explore the influence of droplet generation conditions on the
trapping performance, we used oleic acid with a small amount of
Span 80 (0.1 wt%) as the continuous phase, and 50 wt% aqueous
glycerol solution as the dispersed phase in the microfluidic chan-
nel. Flow rates are varied from 8 µl/hr to 1000 µl/hr to produce
the aqueous droplet with varying sizes. The droplet generation
occurs either in the dripping regime or the jetting regime.60,61

The dripping regime occurs at relatively low flow rates and is
characterized by the periodic formation of highly uniform spher-
ical droplets. Due to the competition between the viscous and
capillary forces, the dispersed phase breaks into discrete droplets
periodically under certain flow rate ratios. The droplet produc-
tion is mainly governed by the flow rate ratio, viscosity ratio, and
the capillary number (Ca = η0V0/σi), where η0 is the dynamic
zero shear viscosity of the continuous phase, V0 is the average
velocity of the continuous phase at the orifice, and σi is the inter-
facial tension between the dispersed and continuous phases. Gen-
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erally, droplet diameters are proportional to the ratio between the
interfacial tension and the viscous force exerted from the contin-
uous phase.62,63 With increasing flow rates of both phases, the
dripping regime gives way to a jetting regime, which features a
long jet that stretches downstream (Fig. 4b4). Jetting is a con-

Fig. 4 Droplet production with varying flow rates: Oleic acid droplet

produced at aqueous glycerol solution with varying flow rates ratio (dis-

pensed phase/continuous phase) (1) 0.16, (2) 0.8, (3) 0.667, (4) 0.11, (5)

0.1 (6) 0.2. Scale bars are 200 µm

sequence of the increased flow rates that force the filament to
travel at a greater rate. Unlike in the dripping regime, droplets
do not form at the orifice, but instead form at the tip of the jet
farther downstream. In general, the length of the jet will increase
with increasing flow rates of both phases. Meanwhile, the jet be-
comes quite thick and produces larger droplets than in the drip-
ping regime. We show that it is possible to generate droplets
as small as 10 µm – 30 µm in diameter. However, the distance
between these traveling droplets becomes much shorter, which
causes obstacles in trapping droplets at the cross-junction due to
drop–drop interaction.

4.1.2 Flow rate effects

The hydrodynamic trapping relies on the extensional flow at the
cross-junction to balance against the Brownian motion and flow
fluctuations, by applying appropriate pressure using pneumatic
valves to confine the objects close to the stagnation point (zero-
velocity and zero-velocity-potential point). Planar extensional
flow is generated in the cross-junction channel by introducing two
laminar streams, which can create a stagnation point at the center
of the cross-junction region. The stagnation point is a semi-stable
point (stable along x direction but unstable along y direction),
whose velocity potential (ϕ)32 and fluid velocity vector (u)43 can
be expressed as

ϕ =

(

ε̇

2

)

(

x2
− y2

)

, (1)

u =−

(

∂ϕ

∂x
,

∂ϕ

∂y

)

= (−ε̇x, ε̇y), (2)

where ε̇ is the strain rate (s−1), x and y are the spatial coordi-
nates with respect to the stagnation point along the inlet and
outlet. Equation (1) entails that the stagnation point is a semi-
stable point (saddle point). Equation (2) reveals the relationship

between the velocity vector field u and the potential field ϕ. In
principle, with an active feedback control, it’s possible to transfer
a localized maximum zero-velocity-potential point into localized
minimum zero-velocity-potential point along y direction. As a re-
sult, the stagnation point can be rendered from a saddle point
to a stable critical point, conserving a potential well for steady
hydrodynamic trapping32.

To trap larger objects at the cross-junction, one can either in-
crease the proportional control gain (Kp) from the LabVIEW code
or increase the flow rate of the fluid. However, both strategies
have their limitations. The control signal output for pneumatic
valve regulation is proportional to the proportional control gain
(Kp), correlated with the trapping error. For larger Kp, the con-
troller is prompted to eliminate the error by adjusting the fluid
resistence of the outflowing stream, as a result, moving the stag-
nation point corresponding to modified extensional flow at the
cross junction. Large Kp may lead to sufficient disturbances in
the extensional flow to prevent droplet trapping. Increasing the
flow rate of the fluid provides larger driving force by generat-
ing sharper velocity potential distributions, which requires higher
image resolution and short feedback cycle to achieve steady trap-
ping. The working principle to strike a fine balance between Kp

and flow rates is illustrated in Fig. 5 A. Fig. 5 A (a–h) shows a se-
ries of histograms of the trapping error along the Y direction with
flow rates ranging from 65–290 µ l/hr. With perfect trapping, the
error distribution should form a sharp peak around Y=0. When
the trapping becomes unstable, the trapping errors exhibit a wide
distribution with a flat peak. Fig. 5 A shows that the droplet trap-
ping becomes unstable when the flow rate exceeds 240 µ l/hr.
Moreover, the deformation of the droplet becomes more signifi-
cant as the flow rate increases, see Fig. 5 B. These results demon-
strate that the steady hydrodynamic trapping for droplets is pos-
sible by creating a potential well using the extensional flow and
regulation of the pressure by the pneumatic valve.

4.2 Localized temperature control performance

To evaluate the localized temperature control performance, we
ran an aqueous glycerol solution (65 wt%) through the device
and set the temperature to 35 ◦C. After the temperature was sta-
bilized, we maintained the temperature at 35 ◦C for 2 min, while
acquiring localized temperature sensing data. Figure 7 shows the
results. The temperature varied as little as ±0.25

◦C with a low
relative standard deviation (σ = 0.083 ◦C).

4.3 Design validation experiment

To demonstrate the capabilities of our integrated microfluidic
platform with both flow and temperature control, we selected
a thermotropic liquid crystal (LC), 4-Cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl
(5CB) as the droplet phase for the proof of concept studies since
5CB undergoes rapid and reversible nematic-to-isotropic transi-
tion at approximately 35◦C.64 An aqueous glycerol solution (65
wt%) with 3.5 mM of the surfactant Sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) was used as the continuous phase. The flow rates of the
continuous and dispersed phases were initially adjusted to be
200 µL/hr and 10 µL/hr to generate uniform sized LC droplets
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Fig. 5 Influence of the flow rate to droplet trapping and morphology: (A) The histogram of droplet trapping error along the Y direction at selected

continuous phase flow rates; (B) Microscopy images exhibiting droplet deformation under different flow rates. Scale bar is 50 µm.

Fig. 6 Temperature control performance: (a) The temperature varia-

tion evaluation of the temperature control, when setting the target tem-

perature at 35
◦C for 2 min. The variation is within ±0.25

◦C. x̄ is the mean

value of the temperature obtained; (b) Histogram of localized tempera-

ture control error. The error is defined as Tc −Ts. σ stands for the relative

standard deviation of the error.

with a diameter around 110 µm at the flow-focusing junction, at
room temperature (Fig. 7a).

Once nematic LC droplets were generated at the flow-focusing
region, they continued to flow towards the cross junction zone,
with the flow rate of the LC phase being reduced to zero to avoid
possible coalescence between the trapped LC droplet and flowing
LC droplets. The on-chip pneumatic valve was used to regulate
the relative flow resistance in the outlet streams, which enables

Fig. 7 Liquid crystal droplet generation and trapping: (a) image se-

quences showing liquid crystal droplet generation under polarized light.

Scale bar is 100 µm; (b) liquid crystal droplet trapped at the cross junc-

tion. Scale bar is 100 µm; (c) Microscopy images showing morphology of

liquid crystal droplet under polarized light at rest (left), under unpolarized

light at rest (middle), and under polarized light of a moving droplet (right).

fine control of the position of the stagnation point for easier trap-
ping. At the cross-junction of the microchannel, the nematic LC
droplet with diameter of 110 µm was successfully recognized and
trapped (Fig. 8a), by employing real time image processing us-
ing built-in edge detection and particle analysis algorithm (see
SI video). A region of interest (ROI) within the imaging window
was defined to establish a set point and spatial limits for real-time
image processing within the field of view. In this experiment, an
initial pressure of the pneumatic valve was set to 1 psi which was
regulated via the LabVIEW GUI. The trapped nematic LC droplet
was confined in the ROI within the tolerance of ±3µm using a
proportional controller (Kp=-0.01).

Upon trapping, the temperature of the microheater underneath
the trapped LC droplet was increased from room temperature to
35 ◦C, with the aid of the temperature controller. A polarized
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Fig. 8 Nematic-to-isotropic transition of LC droplet with localized

temperature control: (a) the LC droplet shows nematic-to-isotropic tran-

sition with increasing temperature (correlated with elapsed time), with the

scale bar= 50 µm. (b) The temperature profile obtained by the tempera-

ture sensor, corresponding to captured key frames.

optical microscope was used to capture the nematic-to-isotropic
transition of the LC droplet with localized temperature variations
(Fig. 8). The LC droplet exhibited the nematic state initially at
room temperature, and started the transition into the isotropic
state at 21.67 sec as the temperature reached around 33 ◦C. The
LC droplet became transparent at 59.58 sec as the temperature
reached 35 ◦C, indicating the complete nematic-to-isotropic tran-
sition of the LC droplet. This process is reversible and our ex-
periments show reproducibility (see Movie S2: LC morphology
transition under periodic temperature profile in SI video).

5 Conclusions and perspective

We developed an integrated microfulidic platform which con-
sists of a flow-focusing channel for the generation of emulsion
droplets, with instantaneous flow and localized temperature con-
trol. A double-layered microfluidic channel was fabricated, and
integrated with the microheater and temperature sensor to con-
trol the flow and temperature simultaneously. Both flow and tem-
perature were manipulated by the LabVIEW with active feedback
control. In particular, we used thermotropic liquid crystal (LC) as
the droplet phase to demonstrate the temperature control capac-
ity of our integrated microfluidic platform as a proof-of-concept
experiment. The liquid crystal droplet was successfully trapped
at the cross-junction of the channel with a pneumatic valve reg-
ulated by LabVIEW feedback control with the proportional air
pump. The temperature was mediated by the microheater and the
temperature sensor underneath the LC droplet by the LabVIEW

feedback control with multiple hardware Inputs/Outputs (I/O).
The LC droplet exhibited its nematic-to-isotropic transition with
increasing temperature. The temperature variation was found to
be as small as ±0.25

◦C with a relatively low standard deviation,
which guarantees precise control of the temperature within a lo-
cal region.

Our integrated microfluidic platform offers great potentials to
provide direct real-time flow and temperature control that is crit-
ical to characterize transient interfacial dynamics in miscible jets
and pendant drops, and in the dissolution of sessile drops, rele-
vant to numerous technological processes, ranging from cleans-
ing operations where liquid soaps are rinsed from surfaces, to the
dissolution of mucous in the intestinal tract.

Another potential area of applications involves biotechnology,
such as on-chip cellular physiology studies with droplet based on-
chip rapid PCR applications. Although high throughput on-chip
cell culture and monitoring have been reported in literature,15–17

isolating and monitoring single cells while manipulating multi-
ple variables in a localized microenvironment is still challenging.
For example, with current digital PCR technology, despite its abil-
ity to process thousands single cell laden droplets simultaneously,
it does not permit dynamic monitoring of single cell responses
with complex reaction steps65. Our microfluidic platform, with
instantaneous flow and localized temperature control features,
provides great potentials to manipulate the location and microen-
vironment of selected single cells precisely, which is essential for
dynamic monitoring of single cell responses under more complex
reaction procedures at longer time periods.66,67 Our proof-of-
concept studies with LC droplets demonstrated the capability to
trap isolated micron size target while manipulating localized tem-
perature environment precisely with high sensitivity and quick re-
sponse (15 ◦C/min with both ramp-up and cool-down cycles, with
temperature overshoot less than 2 %). We also demonstrated the
temperature control ability in our platform at relatively high tem-
peratures in a wide temperature range to simulate a single PCR
cycle, proving the accessibility of high temperature (up to 95

◦C)
control with our platform (see details in ESI). With proper mod-
ifications, we envision a similar microfluidic platform can be de-
signed to study isolated single cells68.
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